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POWER SYSTEMS FCR-0165 
FOREWORD 
This report describes the several research and development tasks performed during Phase IV 
of an advanced fuel cell technology program. 
The work was performed under a NASA Contract NAS3-15339 from 20 February 1975 
through 31 December 1975. The NASA Program Manager for this contract was Dr. Lawrence 
H. Thaller. The contributions of Dr. Thaller and other members of the Direct Energy Con-
version Laboratory staff at the NASA Lewis Research Center are gratefully acknowledged. 
Principal Power Systems Division personnel who directed the tasks performed in this pro-
gram were: 
A. P. Meyer 
W. F. Bell 
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ABSTRACT 
A multiple-task research and development program was performed to improve the weight, 
life, and performance characteristics of hydrogen-oxygen alkaline fuel cells for advanced 
power systems, During Phase IV covered by this report, the lowellt stabilized degradation 
rate observed in all the testing completed during four phases of the program, 1 /lv/hour, was 
demonstrated. This test continues after 5000 hQurs of operation. The cell incorporates a 
PPF anotie, a 90Au/10Pt cathode, a hybrid fr/!f~"'IJ, and a Fybex matrix. These elements 
were developed under this program to extend cell life. The result demonstrated during 
Phase I! I, at the laboratory level, that the 80Au!20Pt cathode is as stable as a 90Aul1 OPt 
cathode of twice the precious metal loading, was confirmed in full-scale cells during Phase 
IV. A hybrid frame two-cell plaque with dedicated flow fields and manifolds for all fluids 
was demonstrated to prevent the cell-to-cell electrolyte transfer that limited the endurance 
of multicell plaques during Phase I. At the conclusion of Phase IV, more than 9n,900 hours 
of testing had been completed and twelve different cell designs had been evaluated. A tech-
nology base has been established which is ready for evaluation at the powerplant level. 
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SUMMARY, 
This document reports the activity and results of Phase IV of a long-range research program 
to improve the life and performance and reduce the weight of alkliline fuel cells. The specific 
tasks are focused on meeting technology goals defined by the Engineering Model System (EMS), 
an advanced long-life, lightweight powerplant concept. The program is evolutionary in nature. 
Work has been carried out at the laboratory level, in subscale cells, rod in full-scale cell assem-
blies. As fundamentol improvements are defined in the laboratory; e.g., better catalysts and 
materials, they are committed to eVilluntion in the working environment of sUbscalc fuel cells. 
If their merit is demonstrated at this level, they are committed to the i'ull-scale cell tests for 
a final oWlluation. The work completed during this phase of the program built on the accom-
plishments of the earlier phases. Each of the tasks and the results achieved are sLlmm&rized 
below nnd nre reported in detail in the sections which follow. . 
A. Materinls FJesearch 
1.0 Electrodes 
Task Description 
This task focused on investigation and r,·,,,luatiun of electrode catalysts and structures. The 
overall task objective was to attain hjgh~!" performance, lower catalyst loading, and improved 
long-term stability . 
Results 
During Phase IV, evaluation of the 80Au·20Pt cathode r.;atalyst was continued. Results of 
laboratory testing during Phase II r had shown that the endurance qualities of the 80Au·20Pt 
cathode were equc:1 to those of "standard" 90Au·1 OPt cathodes. Because of their higher 
specific area, the 80Au·20Pt alloy electrodes approached the activity levels of standard cath· 
odes with only half the precious metal loading. Full size electrodes of this type were fab-
ricated alld tested in Cell Nos. 40 and 41 and in Two-Cell Plaque No.1. Over 10,000 load 
hours were accumulated in these tests. A comparison of the cathode activity of Cell Nos. 
40 and 41 with that of two representative 90Au·1 OPt cathode cells is made in Figure 1. 
Tho initial activity of the 80Au·20Pt catalyst cells is slightly lower than the 90Au·10Pt 
cathodes, but with time the activity levels approach each other. Additional testing may 
show the 80Au·20Pt catalyst to be more stable than 90All-1 OPt catalyst and it may be pre-
ferred for extended operation. These tests conducted on fLlIl-scale strip cells with electrodes 
made using shop fabrication procedures showed that the change from laboratory manufac-
ture to shop manufacture had no deleterious effect on their characteristics. 
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Figure 3 - Compon nts of a Two-C II Plaque Assembly (WCN-3666) 
A second unitization task was fabricauon of the first hybrid frame unitized electrode assem-
blies with a particulate matrix. The processes used were developed based on the methods 
with which reconstituted asbestC'S matrices are unitized . The primary difference was the 
addition of an extra laminate layer about the edgo and which penetrates slightly into the 
matrix. This modifica': ion ensures a positive high-cross-pressure seal at the matrix-frame 
1J0nd even if the Ib iculate matri es do not absorb the frame resin during the heat-bonding 
step in fabrication . Three cells, Nos. 42, 43 and 44, were fabricated u!'ing this method and 
were successfully tested . No problems with cross leakage at the matri : : frame occurred. 
C. Cell and Pl aque Testing 
Task Description 
The single cell and plaque tasks provid the mans for evaluating the performance and endur-
ance characteristics of evolutionary EMS fuel cell d signs. The investigations performed in 
this areJ are : evaluation of Iternative cell designs, testing to determine th compatibility 
of alternative c II frame matl:.rials and construction techn iques in the actual cell envi ronment, 
and developmen t of cell fabri cation procedures to translate the most compa tibl e materials 
avai lable into practical c II configurations. 
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Results 
Four different NASA-41ppioved single cell designs and two different NASA-approved tWf" . 
cell plaque configurations were evaluated by test during Phase IV. More than 90,900 hours 
of cell testing have now been accomplished under the program. The longest cell test at 100 
ASF (1 07.6 ma/cm2) is 10,020 hours in duration and the longest test at 200 ASF (215.2 
ma/cm2) is 6680 hours'in duration. These long term tests were accomplished in earlier 
phases of th~ program. 
During this phase, the lowest performance degradation rate demonstrated at any time in 
this program was exhibited by Cell No. 42. The overall average degradation rate is less than 
5Jl V /hour, with a rate of approximately 1 Jl V /hour after the first 1000 hours of test. This 
cell incorporates a 90Au/10Pt cathode, a Fybex matrix and a hybrid frame. Each of these 
components was specifically developed during the program to extend cell endurance capabi-
lity. Figure 4 presents a comparison of the degradation rate of Cell Nos. 42 and 44, both of 
this configuration, with that of Cell Nos. 30 and 35 which had previously been among the 
cells with the lowest degradation rate. The low degradation rate is attributed primarily to 
the Fybex matrix which does not increasing anode diffusion loss in tests of long duration. 
Testing of two two-cell plaques demonstrated a sealed, fully.bonded plaque desogn will prevent 
the cell-to-cell electrolyte transfer th<1t limited the endurance of multicell plaque tests during 
Phase I. This design fabricated in a hybrid-frame unitized plaque assembly was evcluated with 
both standard PPF and 90Au/l OPt electrodes and the advanced supported catalyst anode and 
80Au/20Pt cathode. This configuration is a suitable basis for the design and construction of 
an advanced powerplant power section. Although the electrolyte transfer problem has been 
overcome, both plaques exhibited higher than normal decay rate in both cells, loss of dry-
side tolerance in Cell No.1 and initially hig1ler decay rate and increasing internal resistance 
in Cell No.1. Specific causes for these effects were not identified and will require investiga-
tion in future programs. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 
The Lewis Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration is con-
ducting a fuel cell system technology advancement program oriented toward advanced space 
applications. The emphasis in this program is on applied fuel cell re'search and development 
to build a new technology base from which advanced fuel cell systems can be developed. The 
work is being guided by an advanced fuel cell system, the specifications for which require a 
system weight of 20 Ib!kW and an operating life of 10,000 hours. 
The technology bej,ng developed has broad applicability for space and undersea power systems 
touching as it doe:/ on the fundamentals of fuel cell science and art (electrode catalysts and 
structures, matrix materials, compatibility of structural materials, lightweight cell components, 
and fabric()tion t{~hniques). 
The several work areas of the program and the emphasis in each were planned to meet the 
objectives stated by NASA LeRC; the key elements of these objectives are: 
"Goals ,- The NASA Lewis Research Center is embarking on an advanced fuel cell 
program ... The overall goal is to advance the technology to provide a low cost, 
long life fuel cell system to meet Shuttle requirements ... 
Phasing - A mUltiphase development program is anticipated. The first phases cover 
two aspects of the total program. 
1) The initi()tion of an on-going technology program to achieve necessary 
improvements in the fuel cells and ancillary components. 
2) A preliminary design for an Engineering Model System that will incorporate 
the best current ideas for meeting the program goals." 
The program consists of contractor performed work anI'! complemen'i.Jry work performed at 
the Lewis Research Center. Phases I, II, III and IV ofthe program have been compl~ted. In 
each phase several interre~\'Ited program tasks have been performed aimed at meeting require-
ments of the next generation of fuel cell systems, as well as providing supporting technology 
for on-going, mission-oriented fuel cell system programs. In programsthat are specifically 
mission-oriented, very often scheduling constraints require that technology shortcomings be 
circumvented by design rather than b\~ing addressed directly. Advanced technology programs, 
on the other hand, permit more effort to be ()pplied to solving basic problems. The potential 
benefits of such a program are two-fold. First, a superior system can emerge at a technological 
level where a potential user can compare it to an existing inventory system. Second, and of 
equal importance, technology generated during such a program can be utilized by on-going 
mission-oriented programs. 
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This report describes the several research and development tasks performed by PSD during 
the fourth phase of this advanced fuel cell program. The program tasks performed were: 
A. Materials Research 
B.Unitization Research 
C. Stack Component Fabrication 
D. Cell and Plaque Testing 
A summary of the results achieved during Phase IV is presented in Section I, Summary. The 
following sections present detailed discussions of the work performed in the individual task 
areas. 
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III. MATERIALS RESEARCH 
A. Electrodes 
The original objective of the Phase I electrode technology advancement effort was to im-
prove the performance and stability of the alkaline electrolyte fuel cell, principally by the 
development of new cathode catalyst. As the work progressed, data were generated which 
indicated that structural development of both electrodes would improve stability of cells 
operating at powerplant conditions. Several catalysts, including gold alloyed with either 
platinum, nickel, rhodium and copper, showed potential for improving the performance 
and stability of cathodes. Higher sinter temperature structures and sr)pported catalysts 
showed potential for improving anodes. These alloys and structures were fUrther evaluated 
and developed during Phases II, III arid IV, DUring Phase IV, tests of full-size cells incorpor-
ating these candidate electrode materials that had begun in Phase III were continued. Post-
test analyses of the electrodes from these cells, conducted at the conclusion of their tests, 
were carried out under this task. Special diagnostic evaluations of electrodes were also made 
in support of the tests of Cells Nos. 42 and 43, and the two-cell plaque development started 
in Phase IV. 
1.0 Post-Test Evaluation of Full-Size Electrodes 
As part of the Phase IV program, full-scale 0.1146-ft2 (106-cm2) cells were endurance 
tested to evaluate catalyst compositions and electrode structures for suitability at design 
conditions. The endurance tests are described in Section IV of this report. Post-test anal-
yese of two of these cells are described in this section. The evaluations included half-cell 
testing of electrode sections and chemical and microstructural analyses, including X-ray 
eXElmination techniques, to determine crystallite size. 
Cell No. 40 - A post-test analysis was made of Cell No. 40, which had an 80 Au-20 Pt cata-
lyst cathode and a supported platinum anode and had been tested for 4160 hours at 100 ASF, 
(107.6 ma/cm2) 180°F (82.2°C). The half-cell (H/C) performance test result for the 80 Au-20 
Pt cell catalyst cathode in Cell No. 40 is shown in Figure 5 along with the result of a half-cell per-
formance test of an early 80 Au-20 Pt cathode tested for 4000 hours in a laboratory-size cell, 
M0219. The cathode in Cell No. 40 had 20 mV less activation loss than the cathode in Cell 
M0219, but had higher diffusion losses at current densities above 100 ma/cm2. The specific 
cause of the cathodes high diffusion loss could not be identified, but it did occur just after 
a refill at 4000 hours into the test. It may be that the increase in diffusion loss was caused 
during this process. However, the full-scale cathode's activation level was higher than that 
of the laboratory cell even after the 4000 hours of test and up until the refill its diffusion 
losses were estimated to be consistent with the laboratory cell. Therefore it was concluded 
that in scaling up the fabrication processes from laboratory to shop manufacture the 80 Au-20 
Pt cathode was not adversely affected. 
The cathode activation and diffusion losses for Cell Nos. 30 and 40 are shown in Figure 6. 
Cell No. 30 is used as a standard of comparison because it ran for 10,000 hours with a 90 Au-
10 Pt cathode and PPF anode at the same contiitions as Cell No. 40 and exhibited a decay rate 
among the lowest in the LeRC program. Cell No. 40's cathode activation level was initially 
lower than that of Cell No. 30, but was more stable with time even though its cathode catalyst 
loading was half that of Cell No. 30 (10 mg/cm2 versus 20 mg/cm2). This confirmed the same 
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Figure 5 Cell No. 40 - Post Test Half C II Cathode Evaluation 
Figure 6 C,lli1ocic A ,tivation and Diffusion Losses lor Cell No" 30 (mel 40 
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The anode diffusion losses for Cell No. 30 and Cell No. 40 are shown in Figure 8. The sup-
ported catalyst anode in Cell No 40 had higher initial diffusion losses than the PPF anode 
which is related to the initial hydrophobicity of the supported structur:e. A refill at 350 hours 
lowered the diffusion losses somewhat, but not to the level of anode in Cell No. 30. Between 
3000 and 4000 hours the electrode became flooded resulting in markedly higher losses. 
To render the supported anodes more fillable, a pretreatment of the electrodes with sulfuric 
acid was instituted; this pretreatment decreased the initially high diffusion losses. Future 
tests of supported catalyst anodes with matrices containing no sIlicon should permit further 
determination of the losses due to the silicon and those due to the structure itself. 
Figure 8 - Anode Diffusion Losses for Cell Nos. 30 and 40 
Cell No. 43 - Following the shutdown of Cell No. 43, posHest analyses of the electrodes 
were initiated. This cell contained a PPF anode, a 90 Au-10 Pt cathode, and a Fybex matrix. 
It accumulated 911 hours of which 541 hours of operation were at 250°F (121.1°C), 28psia, 
(19.3 n/cm2). 
Visual examination of the anode revealed wetting of the gas side. Half-cell diagnostics under 
hydrogen confirmed severe flooding as evidenced by a decrease in limiting current to 250 
ASF, (269 ma/cm2). 
Washing the electrode with water produced little improvement and half-cell testing of the 
washed electrode under oxygen showed a greatly diminished catalyst activity relative to a 
fresh anode. 
Resintering the anode caused a substantial improvement in performance. The polarization 
on hydrogen at 500 ma/cm2 was reduced to 28 mV, the deviation from Tafel line on oxygen 
at 500 ma/cm2 was reduced from 125 to 10m V and the catalyst activity dou bled. The 
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most probable explanation for this behavior is that there was some organic contaminant on 
the surface of both the Teflon and the platinum which volatized or burned off during resinter· 
lng, The most probable contaminant is residue from the wetting agent used in fDbricating 
the Fybex matrix. 
Half-cell testing of the cathode indicated that its catalyst activity was ilbout half the original 
value. This is probably attributable to recrystallization resulting from operation at 250° F 
(121.1°C). 
Resintering the cathode did not improve its activity, but raised the limiting current on air 
from about 300 to 600 ASF (323 to 646 ma/cm2), This suggests that the catalyst agglomer-
ates shrank away from the Teflon during recrystallization and that resintering restored the 
catalyst-Teflon interface. 
2.0 Electrode Diagnostic Evaluations 
These laboratory evaluations were conducted In support of the tests of single cells and two-
cell plaques discussed in Section VI, Cell and Plaque Testing. They were used to help isolate 
causes of abnormal operation in full-scale test articles. 
The first series of laboratory eV(lluations were conducted to determine the caUse of the low 
performance experienced in Cell Nos. 42 and 43. These cells contained standard PPF and 
90Au-1 OPt electrodes with Fybex matrices applied to the electrodes by a filtration process. 
A poison or contaminant, introduced into the electrodes during the matrix application process, 
was suspected as a primary cause of their low performance. Half-cell tests of anodes had 
shown no detrimental effect of Fybex application. Consequently a series of laboratory half-
cell tests, listed in Table II, were run on Fybex-coated cathode samples to isolate the poison-
ing agent. Various sintering and leaching techniques were used in attempts to eliminate the 
poison. The results of these tests showed that the Triton wetting agent used in the matrix 
slurry was apparently responsible for much of the loss since cathode samples with this agent 
leached out performed significantly better than those in which the Triton remained, see 
Figure 9. A final cathode sample in which no Triton was used in the matrix slurry was also 
found to perform well. As a result of these tests, a new cell using a Fybex matrix with no 
wetting agent was fabricated and tested os Cell No. 44. 
The second laboratory evaluation was conducted in support of the testing of Two-Cell Plaque 
No.2. A PPF anode from the same batch as that in Two-Cell Plaque No.2 was analyzed to 
determine if a substandard anode might be contributing to the abnormal operation of Cell 
No.1 in the plaque. The results showed no unusual performance or wettability character-
istics of the anode. Therefore it was concluded that the performance and tolerance problems 
exhibited in the two-cell plaques is due to phenomena other than poor anodes. 
B. Matrices 
DUring the Phase I program, NASA LeRC and P&WA b~gan evaluation of potassium titanate 
as an alkaline fuel cell matrix material. The material evaluated was manufactured by E. I. 
Dupont deNemours & Company under the trade name Fybex. EarlY tests at the LeRC and 
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TABLE II 
ELECTRODE CONTAMINATION INVESTIGATION 
(90 AU'10 Pt Cathpdes) 
TEST ACTIVITY TAFEL 
~ ~ IV CI 10 ma/cm2) ImVlDtc.dtl 
-(~ 
Before Fybe)C Applfcatlon 1.()OB 4B 
2 Boforf) Fybe)C Application 1.005 48 
3 Aher Fybe)C whh Triton Leached 0.991 48 
4 Fybex - Infra· red Sintered 1.004 45 
5 Fybex - Infra· red Sinter.d 0.993 46 
6 Fybex - 350"F (176.6·C) Air 0.995 50 
SInter - 530'F (276.'·C) N2 
Simer 
7 Before Fybex Application 1.013 41 (new electrode samplo) . 
8 Aftor Fybe)C - no Triton 1.008 44 
..... t ..• : ., " ~ •• 
0.1 ': ~;·t:H· :~;:;fa! 
10. 
Figure 9 - Results of Electrode Contamination Investigation 
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P&WA showed Fybex to be compatible with KOH and to exhibit good bubble preS$):Jres up 
to 20 psid (13.8 n/cm2). 
Phase II efforts focused on developing methods for fabricating Fybex matrices with improved 
mechanical properties. These efforts were thwarted, however, by changes made by the sup· 
plier, Dupont, In the process for manufacturing the raw material. These changes altered the 
Zeta potential of the Fybex fibers and in turn the mechanical properties P&WA could achIeve 
in fabricating a matrix. To solve this problem two approaches were considered: (1) specially 
process the Fybex to reobtain the Zeta potentials of the original pilot lots of material, or 
(2) develop procedures for fabricating matrices which are unaffected by the change in Zeta 
potential. The latter approach was explored during the Phase III program and a filtration 
process was developed that permitted fabrication of a matrix directly on electrodes. Tests 
of 2·in. x 2·;n. (5.08·cm x 5.08·cm) laboratory cells verified that this'?rocess produced 
matrices worthy of evaluation in full-size cells. In Phase IV this process was used to fab· 
ricate Fybex matrices for full'size cells which have demonstrated the lowest degradation 
rates of any cells in the test sel'ies under this program. 
However, initial attempts to use this process in Phase IV resulted in non·uniform matrix 
thickness with buildUp at the edges of the electrode active area. This was due to higher 
p,rosity at the edges of the catalyst layer than at the center tif the electrode which allowed 
an exces~ amount of slurry to flow through the edges. To counteract this effect the edges 
were impregnated with a thin epoxy or polysulfone tlframe" to seal large pores, Electrodes 
made with these "frames" were substantially improved with much of the edge buildup 
eliminated. A similar, although less severe, problem on the anodes caused by local points 
of higher porosity resulted in small mounds of Fybex scattered over the activ£) area. Rolling 
the matrix after filtering minimized this problem. Following the resolution of these problems, 
Fybex was successfully filtered on electrodes for Cell Nos. 42 and 43. Both cells were sub· 
sequently bubble checked a:"rl tested successfully. Performance of Cell Nos, 42 and 43 was 
lower than expected. As noted above, this performance loss was attributed to contamination 
of the electrodes caused by poisons introduced during matrix application. Consequently, 
several electrode samples were coated with Fybex in the manner used for Cell Nos. 42 and 
43 and a set of electrodr:ts coated with a Fybex layer containing no wetting agent was pre· 
pared. The '!standar-~'l Fybex slurry uses TFE·3170 which contains a small flmount of Tri· 
ton wetting agent; TFE·42 which contCll'1s no wetting agent was substituted in the new slurry. 
No problems were encountered with the tabrication of these matrices and a set of electrodes 
for Cell No. 44, which has performed well, was made with this procedure. This procedure 
will be the basis for any particulate matrices that are fabricated in the future of Fybex or 
other materials such as ceria or zirconia. 
Because particulate matrices applipd to electrodes by filtration are delicate, damage during 
subsequent cell fabrication steps is possible. To achieve a more rugged matrix that could be 
handled with ie!Js care, development of a fiber-reinforced matrix was investigated. Trials 
were conducted with a mixture of Fybex and asbestos as a possible alternate to the pure 
Fybex-TFE matrix. A mixture of 80 perceht Fybex and 20 percent asbestos, cho!)en as a 
starting point, resulted in a good sheet material. A nOIl'operating cell unitized with this 
matrix exhibited excellent bubble pressure, 35 psia (24.1 n/cm2). 
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Although use of asbestos as a reinforcing material is not desirable because of its corrosion 
characteristic!!, this concept of fiber reinforcement was proven to have merit and composites 
with other more-corrosion-resistant fibers, such as polybenzimadazole (PBI) eould be pursued 
In the fut;Jre. 
During the Phase IV program Mssrs. R. W. Vine and S. T. Narsavage, who were responsible 
for much of the matrix development work thi'oughout this program, presented a paper 
entitled l I'Porous Matrix Structures for Alkaline Electrolyte Fuel Cells" at the Spring Meet-
ing of the Electrochemical Soclety Inc, in Toronto Canada, May ,11-16, 1975. This paper 
provides a cOMise overview of both the experimental and analytical work conducted under 
this program. It is included in this report as Appendix A. 
IV. Stack Component Fabrication 
During Phase III five new test articles were fabricated; three single cells and two two-cell 
plaques. The single cells were all of the type, described abovFl rmd were fabrrctlted accord-
ing to the method described. The two-cell plaques were fabrIcated in the :lame manner. 
However/ the specific internal details of the plaques did vary. These differences are des-
cribed in detail in Section VI, Cell and Plaque Testing. 
V. Unith'ation Research 
The EMS weight and life goals impose stringent requirements on ce!! fl"brication technology. 
To minimize weight, thin cells which must be fabricated to close toh'Jfances are required. A 
cell frame thickness varl{\tion of a few thousandths of an inch, which would be acceptable in 
conventional thicker cells, would represent a significant percentage of a total cell dimension 
for lightweight cells. This could result in degraded cell performance because of poor con· 
tact between cell components and sealing of adjacent subassemblies could be unreliable. The 
reactant differential pressure (bubble pressure) capability of the matrix-to-frame joint in the 
water transport plate and the fuel cell subassemblies must be reliable. The materials used to 
make this joint and to form the cell frame must be highly resistant to attack by reactants, 
water, and electrolyte. Finally, assembly Dnd bonding processes must be compatible with 
normal manufacturing equipment and must result in reasonable costs. 
Much of the unitization worl< in Phases I and II involved identifying m,aerinls compntible 
with the fuel cell environment and learning to fabricate these materials into cells with 
acceptable dimensional and bubble pressure characteristics. The most compatible of ths!e 
materials could not be fabricated into cell frames using adhesive bonded joints. To parmit 
their use/ thermal laminating was explored as a method for bonding and fabricating them 
into cell frames. A m;~jor problem was encountered using this fabrication method. The 
temperatures needed for laminating caused a differential thermal expansion between the 
cell electrodes and frame. The result was that the dimensional characteristics of these cells 
were poor because of screen wrinkling. Materials which could be laminated at lower temper-
&tures were less compatible with the fuel cell environment. 
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At the end of Pha!)c II, tI cell design was conceived which overcame these corrosion and 
fabrication problems. This was a hybrid frame composed of polysulfonc and epoxy/glass-
fiber. In this method polysulfone, which had demonstrated excellent compatibility with the 
fuel cell environment, was used as a frame mound the asbestos matrix, as shown in Figure 10. 
The epoxy/glass-fiber was used to form a frame that surrounds the polysulfone. The function 
of the polysulfone is to minimize contact between the electrolyte and the epoxy/glass-fiber. 
The amount of polysulfone is minimized because of the large thermal expansion coefficient 
difference between it and the electrode screens. Epoxy/glass-fiber counteracts the polysulfone 
expansion problems and acts as a stiffener. 
During Phase III this method was lIsed exclusively for fabrication of single cell assemblies and 
was shown to have corrosion resistance superior to that of epoxy/glass-fiber frames. The main 
thrust of the Phase IV unitization effort was to: (1) Adapt this frame design to the special 
requirements for unitizntion of filtered particulate (Fybex) matrices l and (2) develop a hybrid 
frame for two-cell plaques incorporating positve sealing of electrolyte within each cell. 
A. Unitization of Cells with Particulate Matricos 
Unitization of C13lls with particulate (Fybex) matrices filtered on to the elctrodes was accom-
plished using a modification of tho process used with sheet matrices such as reconstituted 
asbestos. As shown in Figure 10, the polysulfone laminate layers are positioned about a sheet 
matrix so that when they are heat-bonded together they form a channel about the periphery 
of the matrix. During th6 : ondinG process the polysulfone flows and penetrates the mc.trix 
providing a joint with high cross-pressure integrity. With a particulate matrix, which is more 
delicate and not as resistant to compression as the fiberol)s asbestos matrix1 penetration of 
the polysulfone into the matrix during bonding was not certain. To assure a high cross-pres-
sure joint an additional laminate layer (0.0015 in. thick (0.038 mmH was incorpornted into the 
layup prior to bonding. This layer extended into and between the layers of matrix applied to 
each electrode before bonding occurred. The final unitized assembly after bonding is shown 
in Figure 11. Although this additional layer may not be (Iecessary, it precluded any cross-
leal<age developing in these first Fybex·matrix cells. 
B. UnitizCltion of Two-Cell Plaques 
Testing of multicell plaque assemblies, which incorporated reactant housings and manifolds 
common to Gil the cells of one plaque, had D limited endur:mf~e capability due to transfer 
of electrolyte from cells of high potentiClI to cells of lower potential in the plaque. Study 
of the transfer mechanism reveClled that electrolyte bridges between the individual cells with-
in the reactant gas housings were essential to the process. To prevent this transfer mechanism, 
a plaque design which isolated each cell from its neighbor with dedicated reactant housings 
und manifolds for each cell was proposed. This design eliminated ar.,/ possibility of an electro-
lyte bridge between cells, but was a more difficult design to fabricate th::m the design with 
common reactant passClges. T'1erefore the first objective of this subtosk WClS to fabricClte 
this new plaque design. A two-cell plaque was chosen for development, rather than the six-
cell plaque fabricated earlier in the program, because it was judged by NASA-LeRC to better 
meet near-term Clpplications requirements than the larger plaque. An additional objective 
was to execute it as a hybrid-frame design. All previous plaques had been of the simpler 
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epoxy/glass-fiber design. The first step was to develop a hybrid intercell joint the most 
cri~ical part of the plaque assembly. The details of a finished intercell joint are shown in 
Figure 12. The figure shows the cathode of one cell is electrically connected to the anode 
of the adjoining cell. This is accomplished by fabricating the two electrodes on a common 
substrate that is threaded through the various layers of polysulfone and glass fiber, which 
form the frame and intercell spacer, before bonding. The assembly is then press cured at a 
particular set of temperature and pressure conditions. Temperature and pressure are selected 
to ensure that sufficient flow of polysulfone is attained to achieve complete interlaminate 
bonding, and high cross·pressure joints without causing electrical shorting of electrode 
screens. 
SCREEN 
ELECTRODES ~ 
POL YSULFONE 
EPOXY/GLASS·FIBER POLYSULFONE 
Figure 12 - Intercell Joint 
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ELECTRODES 
The passive water removal unit assemblies for these two-cell plaques were fabricated using 
standard epoxy/glass-fiber procedures. A minor change in the two-cell plaque water trans-
port plate design was made. The pC"rous Teflon electrolyte barrier was bonded into and made 
an integral part of the PWR. Previously it had simply been laid atop the PWR as it was assem-
bled into an operating cell or plaque assembly. A cross section of this arrangement is shown in 
Figure 13. A completed two-cell plaque and a passive water removal unit are shown in Figure 14. 
TFE MEMBRANE 
EPOXY/GLASS·FIBER ERP EPOXY /G LASS·F I SER 
MATRIX 
SCREEN 
Figure 13 - Cross Section of Improved Passive Water Removal Unit 
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Figure 14 - Two·Cell Plaque and Passive Water Removal Un it IWCN-3664) 
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During fabrication trials it was found that electrod scre n wrinkl ing occurred during the 
bonding of the UEA to the adj cent frames using polysulfon bond layers. The wrinkling 
was caused by polysulfone extrusion during the bonding process wh ich also resu lted in oxy-
geol port plugging and electrode shorting. To alleviate this problem, frames dja<.ent to the 
unitized electrode assembly were und rcut, as shown in Figure 18, to reduce the pressur on, 
and the flow of the polysulfone in, the region adjacent to the active area. In addi tion , poly 
sulfone bonding trials indicated that complete bonding coul d be attained at lower tem pera 
tures and pressures than used initially, thus further reducing flow of the polvsulfone. After 
incorporating these changes in the final assembly process, su~cessful bonds w re obtained 
and the unit showed no port plugging or electrical shorting. A typical completed assembly is 
shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 18 - Two-Cell Plaque Layup Cross Section 
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Figure 19 - Bonded Two-Cell Plaque Assembly (WCN-3649) 
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VI Cell and Plaque Testing 
Single Cell and Plaque Testing received the major emphasis in the technology advancement 
effort performed during Phase IV. This task served as the focal point for int~grating the 
results of the design analysis and the results of the materials development tasks. The NASA 
goals for operating life, weight, and system operational features call for a significant advance 
in fuel cell power section state-of-the-art. These goals have led to the preliminary EMS de-
sign which established the following cell requirements: 
• Minimum thickness component parts and flow fields for low weight 
• Plastic structural materials for low weight 
• Highly compatible materials for long life 
• 
• 
Passive water removal } 
Required by the system, and their 
Evaporative cooling use favors long life 
• Edge current collection, as a consequence of the above items 
Single cells and individutll plaql~es are the smallest building blocks for evaluation of these 
requirements. Although a single cell does not duplicate the intercell seal geometry of a 
plaque, and neither requires evaporative cooling for temperature control, they are the most 
cost effective approach for investigation of all th& other EMS power section features. 
B. Test Facilities and Test Procedures 
The test facilities used for single cell and plaque testing are shown in Figures 20 and 21. 
These stands were originally used for work performed under contract NAS3-13229 and were 
adapted for passive water removal cell testing during the {)ftl,.sent contract. A schematic of the 
test stands is shown in Figure 22. 
Reactants of fuel cell grade or better are supplied 1(0 the test stands. To eliminat') test vari-
ables associated with reactant impurities, the hydrogen is further purified in a palladium-
silver separator bank which reduces any contamirlation below detectable limits. Oxygen is 
purified using a Mine Safety Appliance catalytic 'Oxidizer. Any hydrocarbons in the oxygen 
stream are oxidized to carbon dioxide and are removed by sodium-hydroxide scrubber 
columns. This system is shown in Figure 23. The carbon dioxide level downstream of the 
scrubber is continuously monitored by a LI RA gas analyzer. These readings indicate that 
the oxidizer is removing 8 to 12 ppm (equivalent) methane from the oxygen stream and 
that the carbon dioxide level entering the fuel Gells is less than 0.5 ppm. 
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Figure 22 - Single Cell Test Stand Schematic 
Figure 23 - Catalytic Oxidizer and Schruboer System 
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Temperature control of the test articles is provided by an insulated oven which is maintained 
within ±2°F (1.1°C) by a thermoelectric solid-state temperature controller. The relatively 
massive single cell and plaque endplates, in combination with the isothermal oven, maintain 
a uniform cell temperature. Cell temperature instrumentation showed that the simple oven 
temperature control method is effective in maintaining cell temperatures uniform within 
±1.5°F (0,83Q C) over a range of current densities to 300 ASF (322.8 ma/cm2). 
The &roduct water removal system also duplicates the EMS design. A conventional Duo-
Seal R vacuum pump is used to provide a sub-atmospheric pressure sink for product water 
vapor. The pH of the product water is regularly monitored. Trap water samples are checked 
once a day, using a Beckman Zeromatic®pH meter. 
Performance data is measured and recorded by PSD's Automatic Data Acquisition and Re-
duction (ADAR) System. The following parameters are recorded once every hour and are 
stored on magnetic tape: 
Parameter 
Cell Voltage, volts 
Cell Current, amps 
Oven Temperature 
Oxygen End Plate Temperature 
Endplate Temperatures 
Barometric Pressure 
Accuracy 
± 0.002 v 
± 0.02 a 
± 3°F (1.7°C) 
± 3°F (1.7°C) 
± 3°F (1.7°C) 
;1;0.03% 
The ADAR system was designed to minimize experimental error and to reduce the amount 
of manual data handling. In addition to providing periodic scanning of the above parameters 
and transcribing them to engineering units, the ADAR system keeps an accurate log of total 
load hours. A typical ADAR printou,t for the NASA·LeRC Advanced Development Fuel 
Cells is shown in Figure 24. 
5 TAtlo I . x-S21 
RIc,: 38901_42 
• LERC CELL 42 
OATE.: 12/11/1S TIMEI 11 3 LHRS: 4176 
LOAD TOT A L 
10.524. .aaa 
CELL VOLTAGES: 
1 
o • SSB 
TH1PE RATURES 
02 SAT ExlT O~ 128. 
PLUS END PLATE: 1:: 
NEu. E:.;O PLATE: 1: 
OVEN ~AlL: 1: 
17 i3. 
130. 
11 a. 
179. 
Ull. 
X-521 ReCORD S7o~EO IN DATA BASEl 
Figure 24 - Typical ADAR Printout 
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The heart of the ADAR system is a Hewlett·Packard Model 2100S digital computer. Other 
major components in the system, also from Hewlett·Packard, are a Model 2911 Guarded 
Cross·bar Scanner and Model 2402 Digital Voltmeter to scan and measure the test signals 
and a Mod!!') 2754 Teleprinter to print out the data. 
All of the above data can also be read out directly at each station on conventional test stand 
instrumentation. Presssure and flows are controlled and monitored by appropriate regulators, 
gages, flowmeters, and valves, as shown in Figure 20. 
The ADAR system is used only for automatic data acquisition. Automatic control is provided 
by appropriate test fitand instrumentation, with provisions for automatic shutdown of any 
test article when pre·established limits are exceeded. For the NASA·LeRC program, these 
protective controls are: 
Parameter 
Voltage 
Current 
Temperature 
Vacuum Pressure 
Limit 
Low (adjustable) 
High or Low (adjustable) 
High or Low (adjustable) 
High or Low 
Should an automatic shutdown occur the ADAR system immediately scans the test para-
meters. This record is later used to pinpoint the cause of shutdown. These automated con-
trol and protective features have resulted in very reliable single cell operation. Over 90,900 
hours of fuel cell load were attained on 39 different fuel cells with only one stand-related 
failure. Some automatic shutdowns occurred because cell conditions exceeded the prot&ctive 
limits described above. In all of these cases, the cells were not damaged and normal testing 
could continue. 
Single cell and plaque testing was primarily devoted to endurance tests. However, various 
diagnostic procedures were performed on all of the test articles to document any decay 
mechanisms and to determine design and off-design performance characteristics of the various 
cell configurations. 
Typical test conditions for the programs were: 
Cell Current Density 
Cell Temperature 
Product Water Vacuum 
Hydrogen Pressure 
Hydrogen Flow 
Hydrogen Inlet Dewpoint 
Oxygen Pressu re 
Oxygen Flow 
Oxygen Inlet Dewpoint 
Average Electrolyte Concentration 
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100 or 200 ASF (107.6 or 215.2 ma/cm2) 
180°F (82.2°C) 
22 inch Hg (7.4 n/cm2) 
16 psia (11.0 n/cm2) 
Consumption, plus 3 minute purge 
every 4 hours 
Dry 
16 psi a (11.0 n/cm2) 
2 x consumption 
130°F (54.4°C) 
34 percent KOH 
POWER SYSTEMS 
Diagnostic techniques which were regularly employed included the fol/owing: 
Perfor~ance Calibrations: Voltage-current characteristics were generated to 500 ASF (538 
ma/cm ), which is somewhat above the EMS peak power operating conditions. Recorded peri-
odically, the performance calibration changes with time are valuable tools in determining 
the type and extent of any decay mechanisims. This is especially true of the semi-log repre-
IHmltation of the performance data on an I R free basis which are commonly described as 
Tafel pia' 
Tafel Plots: The Tafel region refers to the low current density portion of a performance cali-
bration. In this region, anode and ohmic polarizations are minimal or correctable so the cell 
voltage is essentially cathode-activation-limited performance. The Tafel region extends from 
approxim(ltely 1 ASF (1.076 ma/cm2) to a level where diffusion losses become significant, 10 
to 100 ASF (10.8 to 107.6 ma/cm2), which is a function of operating temperature and pressure. 
In the Tafel region, the semi-log voltage-current curve should be a straight line, with a slope 
characteristic of the catalyst/reactant combination and a level proportional to the cathode 
activation. 
Departures from this slope are an indication of parasitic loads, either Internal cell shorting or 
gas crossover. Thus, the Tafel slope is a diagnostic tool useful in assessing the life expectancy 
of an operating cell. Changes in the levels of Tafel data are also a useful tool! since they indi-
cate changes in the activity of the catalyst, either through changes in the number of active 
catalytic sites or structural modifications (e.g., recrystallization), changing the effect catalyst 
active area. 
The so-called Tafel plot is also a useful diagnostic tool at current densities above the Tafel 
region. At these current densities, typical of operating cells, internal resistance (I R) correc-
tions are required. When the cell perf{Jrmance is thus corrected, changes in the shape of the 
curves can be interpreted as changes in the diffusion characteristics of the electrodes. In this 
region, transport limitations are encountered if the electrode structure is not adequate for 
delivery of reactants or removal of product water. For example, diffusion problems CAn be 
related to microscopic flooding of the Teflon pores in a wet proofed electrode, or to increased 
concentration gradients in a heavily carbonated cell. While the semi-log performance plots 
alone do not distinguish such possible causes or even anode from cathode losses, they are 
valuable tool5, in conjunction with previous eXperience and post-test analysis, in evaluating 
any performance decay trends. 
Internal Resistance (I R): Internal resistance or ohmic polarization losses a:-e unavoidable in 
any cell. However, these losses can be minimized by matrices with high porosity and correct 
assembly to ensure proper cell compression. In the strip cell with edge current colleotion 
there are also resistance losses in the electrode substrates and edge framss which are measured 
together with the conventional ohmic loss. I R measurements are taken peri;?dically to ensure 
that the initial assembly is correct and that the correct cell compression is be)'lg maintained. 
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lR measurements are taken by the current hHerruption technique. Typically, a 100 ASF 
(107.6 ma/cm2) load is interrupted and the rasulting step change In voltage is measured on 
a Tektronic Type 545 oscilloscope. Since other polarizations have a long response time, the 
step change is a direct measure of Internal cell resistance. 
Dilute Oxygen Diagnostic Test: Although the Tafel and I R tests give good indication of rela-
tive cathode· matrix-anode losses at low current densities, they cannot be used to distinguish 
cathode and anode losses in the diffusion regime, the area of operational interest. The dilute 
oxygen technique permits identification of anode and cathode losses in the diffusion regime 
by running performance sweeps on 20% oxygen/BO% nitrogen and on pure oxygen. It is based 
on the fact that cathode performance is proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen. A 
graphical procedure based on this relationship, h, ··~t"ated in Figure 25, allows determination 
of individual electrode performance. 
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Figure 25 - Dilute Gas Diagnostic Method 
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A point in the activation region is selected on the dilute gas (20% 02) data curve and the cur-
rent is multiplied by 5, the ratio of oxygen partial pressures. The corrected point is plotted 
and compared to the 02 data curve; if the point falls on the 02 curve, no anode polarization 
has occurred. When a deviation occurs betwec." the corrected point and the actual 02 curve, 
the deviation is attributed to anode polarization. A correction is then made up to the 20 per-
cent 02 curve corresponding to this amount of anode polarization and the procedure is repeated. 
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When the true 02 polarization curve is obtained, the differGnce between this curve and the 
generated 02 data is anode loss. The deviation of the corrected cathode performance curve 
from the 02 Tafel line is normally attributed to diffusional loss. 
This approach does not separate anode losses into such categories as poisoning, flooding, 
concentration polarizatIon and undescribed resistance but it does show clearly which elec-
trode has the major effect on cell performanc~. 
Off-Design Tolerance: If a cell is improperly filled, or if the contact between the ERP anr.:;1 
cell is Inadequate, the off.design tolerance characteristics of the cell will depart from the 
theoretical value. Off·design tolerance data can be generated in various ways. In the passive 
water removal' cells, the most convenient and most severe method is to vary product water 
vacuum. Since the vacuum is changed almost instantaneouslY, the cell is subjected to a very 
rapid transient, taxing the transport properties of the ERP much more severely than off·de. 
sign tolerance conditions imposed by slowly changing de~lpoints on saturated gases. 
Post· Test Analvsis~ All cells are subjected to post·test analysis. This includes visual (and 
mIcroscopIc) examination of components for observable changes in physical properties, 
structural defects or peculiar deposits. Because of the importance of low corrosion rates, all 
of the single cells in this program were carefully analyzed for carbonate conversion. Selected 
cells were also sectioned for laboratory tests, including floating half-cell tests of individual 
electrodes and measurement of catalyst activity and platinum migration. 
c. Summary of Single Cell Testing 
The overall goals of the single cell test program were to perform short term performance tests, 
with suitable diagnostics, to determine the following performance characteristics: 
• Voltage vs. current densit',' (performance calibration) 
• Response to different operating conditions (off.design tolerance) 
• Electrolyte retention 
• Define endurance limiting phenomena and develop methods for extending 
cell life. 
Two types of testing can be performed in the Single Cell Program. Research and Technology 
(R&T) tests are one type, comprising the first level of testing. These tests are performed on any 
items which are beyond the present state-of·the-art. This is a relatively informal level of test· 
ing in order to maximize the flow of technical information. Roviews of the progress of this 
testing nre held regularly with the NASA Project Manager. When any item, in his judgment, 
is sufficiently demonstrated, the next level of testing is begun. 
Verification and Endurance (V&E) tests are the second type, comprising the second and 
third levels of testing .• \11 but one of the cell tests in Phase I J I were of this type. The Veri· 
fication test is a short duration test, consisting of two week-long test cycles, interrupted by a 
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sh~Jtdown. The objective of a Verification test Is to demonstrate the ability of the article 
under test to perform at the conditions in question. The Endurance test is of longer dura· 
tion; the weekly duty cycle is used for some tests, continuous operation for others. Both 
Verification and Endurance Tests are more formal and they (I)quire written notifica-
tion to the NASA Project Manager with pertinent descriptions of the test article. Three 
designs were submittod for NASA approval and were tested In Phase I of the program In 
carrying out this type of test, the NASA Project mcrtager rc'..t~ws the results of the Veri-
fication test and decides which items shall undergo Endurar .... .:: testing. 
A statistical summary of the single cell testing accomplished during the four phases ,Of the 
program to date is presented in Table III. 
TABLE III 
SJNGLE CELL OPERATION SUMMARY 
Number of cells tested 
Number of configurations tested 
Total cell test time 
Longest cell rlln (100 ASF) (107,6 ma/cm2) 
Longest cell run (200 ASF) (215,2 ma/cm2) 
D. Single Cell Design 
39 
12 
90,927 hours 
10,020 hours 
6,680 hours 
This section describes the design of the single cell hardware and the single cell design con· 
figurations evaluated during the Phase IV effort. The single Ci"q test unit used to evaluate 
the results of unitization development for performance and endurance testing, and for the 
formal NASA Verification and Endurance category of testing was that developed in Phase I. 
It incorporates the novel features of the EMS design, namely: 
• Strip cell - 12.0 x 1.375 inches (30.5 x 3.49 em) cell area 
• Edge current collection 
• Improved compatibility frame unitization 
• Passive Water Removal 
• Minimum thickness flow fields and component parts. 
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Figure 26 shows the working elements of that cell and illustrates that the design represents a 
significant improvement compared to the existing state·of·the·art as represented bl; the cell 
design used in PSD's PC17 Space Shuttle Powerplant. The direct comparison between the 
PC17 and the EMS cell is not completely fair since the EMS requirement to remove product 
water by the passive method requires that an additional subassembly, the passive water reo 
moval unit, be added to the EMS cell. Nonetheless, the passive water removatcells tested 
during this program were only 60 percent as thick as PC17 cells. 
pcn LoRC DESIGN 
Figure 26 Size Comparison of Cell Designs Teste(J 
The cell assembly consists of two sections: the unitized electrode assembly (UEA) and a 
unitized passive water removal unit, shown in Figure 27. These two components cl:In be 
either bonded tog~ither or mated with an elastomer gasket between them to effect the required 
seal. 
The cell test fixtures used during Phase IV were the same as those used in the earlier phac;es of 
the program. They are rigid 1/2 inch (1.27 cm) stainless steel plates with provision for sealing 
and fluid connections. Some of the features of the test fixtures, shown in Figure 28, are: 
• Flow field inserts for interchange of field patterns 
• Q-ring sealing for easy assembly of unitized p(lrts 
• Isothermal operation to duplicate EMS Design 
• Passive heat rejection for test simplicity 
• Nickel plated to avoid corrosion 
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Figure 27 - Single Cell Development Plastic Frame 
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Figure 28 - Single Cell Development Test Fixture 
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Three thermocouples were installed in each fixture. Readings indicated uniform temperature 
distribution. Internal thermocouples were placed on electrodes of several cells and the temper-
ature differed from the endplate readings by only 2 or 4° F (1.1 or 2.2°C) at the normal en-
dUrance operating conditions of 100 and 200 ASF (107.6 and 215.2 ma/cm 2). 
Twelve different NASA-approved designs have undergone development and testing during 
the program. Their characteristics are summarized in Table IV. 
Four of these designs were on test during Phase IV of the program, their configuration is 
described in detail in Table V. 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF CELL DESIGNS TESTED 
Design ERP Coil 
• .lli!:... UEA Frame ~ ~~o UEA/PWR # 
--_. 
Arylon/Hypon PPF PPF NI/Nl 12 
13 
2 FEP/Teflon PPF PPF Ni/NI 14 
3 Hypon/Matrlx PPF PPF NItNI 16 
17 
4 TFE/Polypropylenc PPF PPF Nt/Ni 21 
22 
5 Hypon/Matrix PPF 90AU·10Pt Nt/Nt 23 
24 
6 Hypon/Matrix PPF PPF Potysulfonc/Nickat 25 
90Au·l0Pt 27 
7 PotY5utfonc Film PPF PPF Ni/NI 28 
90Au·l0Pt 30 
8 Polysulfone/G F PPF 635°F 90Au·l0Pt NilNl 31 
Hybrid 
32 
9 Polysulfone/GF Supp. 90Au·10Pt Nl/Ni 35 
Hybrid Catalyst 
36 
10 Polysulfone/GF Supp. 90Au·l0Pt PotY5ulfonc/Polysulfono 38 
Hybrid Catalyst 
39 
39A 
11 Polysulfone/GF SUpp, 80Au·20Pt Polysulfonc/PolY5ulfone 40 
Hybrid Catalyst 
41 
12 Polysulfono/GF PPF 90Au·l0Pt Polysulfone/Polysulfone 42 
Hybrid 
43 
44 
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E. Single Cell Test Results 
This section reviews each of the cell tests conducted during Phase IV. The results of the cell 
tests are summarized in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
FULL SIZE SINGLE CELL TEST SUMMARY 
Performance Initial Percent 
Load Time (Volts) I R (mv) @ 100 ASF Conversion 
Cell No. (Hrs.) Initial Peak Final (107.6 ma/cm2) ~~2C03 Comments 
35 6,500 0.912 0.916 0.820 8 3.9 at 320 hrs. 
42 at 6500 hrs. 
39A 2,234 0.846 0.846 0.838 10 3.6 at 304 hrs. Quoted at 200ASF (216.2 ma/cm2) 
7.2 at 2234 hrs. 
40 4,160 0.869 0.880 0.800 8 2.1 at 346 hrs. 
18.0 at 4160 hrs. 
41 4,303 0.876 0.B80 0.830 13 2.5 at 325 hrs. 
16.0 at 4303 hrs. 
42 4.668 0.1110 Q.911 7 9.9 at 342 hrs. Test Continuing 
43 911 0.922 0.922 0.892 9 6.8 at 322 hrs. Quoted at 27 psis (18.6 n/cm2), 250°F. 
!121.1°C) 100ASF (107.6 ma/cm2) 
44 ,/757 0.911 0.913 9 16.0 at 1323 hrs. Test Continuing 
Cell No. 35 
Cell No. 35 featured a hybrid polysulfone - epoxy/glass-fiber frame, nickel ERP, 90Au-l0Pt 
cathode, and supported catalyst anode. The cell was constructed to NASA Verification De-
sign No.9. The primary test objectives were to evaluate the supported catalyst anodes and 
to further evaluate hybrid polysulfone frame corrosion resistance. The cell accumulated 6500 
hours at 100 ASF, (107.6 ma/cm2), 180°F, (82.2°C) as shown in Figure 29, before being 
shut down because of an internal short. Most of the testing of this cell was conducted during 
Phase III. As reported in the Phase III report, the cell performance was very stable during the 
initial 5000 hours of testing. The decay rate during this time period was about 8.51lV /hr., 
lower than any cell tested up to that time. A summary of cell losses appears in Table VII. 
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TABLE VII 
CELL NO. 35 ACCOUNTABLE LOSSES 
Hybrid Polysulfone - EpoxV/Glass Fiber Framo, 
9OAu.l OP~ Cathode, Rig 38503·35 0.114 Ft2 
Supported Cetatyn Anpde 1 aooFls2.,2°C}24% I<OH/tG pslall1.0 n/cm2) PWR 
Performance 
100 ASF (107.6 ma/cm2) 
1.0 ASF 2.0ASF 100 ASF fA Loss 100 ASF Diffusion Lossos 
Load Time (1.076 ma/cm2) (2.162 ma/cm2) (107.6 ma/cm2) (107.6 ma/cm2) ActlV~tlon Loss Total Anode Cathode 
(Hrs.) (Volts) (Volts) (lR Corr.) (mv) (mv) ~ (mv) ~ . 
87 1.035 1.023 0,917 8 34 30 4 
290 1.038 1.025 0.917 10 37 33 4 
322 1.041 1.030 0.922 7 38 33 5 
1020 1.032 1.021 0,913 B 3 35 31 4 
1713 1.029 1.017 0.904 8 6 41 37 4 
2527 1.027 1.014 0.898 B B 45 39 6 
3360 1.023 1.011 0.887 8 12 48 42 6 
4150 1.021 1.008 0.882 8 14 57 49 8 
5060 1.013 1.000 0,873 8 22 59 52 7 
5697 1.009 0,997 0,854 10 2tl 72 66 6 
6014 1.007 0.994 0.844 8 28 113 77 6 
6487 1.005 0,992 0.825 10 30 97 B4 13 
.1 
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Th lovi initi I p rforr n r ul t ' d from high r th n norm I an i r u Ion lev Is. Th 
bulk 1 th su b qu nt cell p rformanc d V was du to incr in tinod dlf uSlon nd 
10 f ca thod tlvat i n. A mall but notlc bl 'Iec tr ic I shor app t r ilt obout 4000 
h urs 10 d tim. O. gnos tics run at 5 97, 6014 , tlnd 6487 hour show d ub t nt lal Increas s 
in, n diffUSion loss s. In ddition, th tal ran excur Ion at 008 hours, s Figur 30, 
; ow d { charac teris tiC norm Ilvass ltd with .m incr a in I ctrolvt ca rbonat I v I. 
Th magni tud of th shor incr s d toward th nd of t Ing r sultin in d norut ing 
p rformance. The r suit o f th fin I dllut g, s oi gno t ic tuk nat 6487 hours are presen ed 
in Igur 31 . Th op n cir uit voltag was d pr ss d , a result of th short to < value' of 
bout 0.99V at shutdown. 
Pos t tes t ndlV i of th el ctroly te show d 42 perc n t of th KOH cony rted to K2 C03, s 
Figure 32. The f ac that this lev I IS hi h r han xp t d m y be th re ult of hint rnal short 
which caus d high r I ill t mper tur s nd c rrosion rates. Po t t st in pe tion show d he 
probabl caus f tl1 hort to be a misali n d fI w fl Id ins rt which t used exces.iv pinch at 
he 0 yg n Inlet. 
I t was concluded from this test th t the supp rt d catalys t nod is a vlUbl electrod for 
futur fuel c II c nflgur' tions. 
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Figure 31 Cell No. 35 Tafel Characterist ics 
Figu re 32 Electrolyte Carbonation Data 
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Cell No. 39A 
C II No. 39A f 20 mil (0.51 mm) p rous poly ul on RP in th product w t r r 
30 mil (0.7 mm) p Iysulfon RP in h U A. Th' U A fr me 
was of h hYbrid pol sui fan po y/gl sir typ and th PWR r,lm . w s 10m d a 
po y Igi ss fI ' 'f" ' Th c tho 90Au 10Pt nd th of th 
typ . Th ~ -! con truct 
si n to irl' ', ,.Jar, te polysulfon RP' In both the U A end PWR , Tot I ndur nc irll~ 
on this c Ii , 2234 hours. 15\>7 hours of wh;.;h wer cumulc t d In Phase III. Th p r 
form nce I, ry of this c II is \ r nt d In Figure 33. Th c II w run at 100 A~ :1')7.6 
m Icm2) for i t Initial 373 hours dUring which tim a r fill wa r ulr d to thorouqhly w t 
th anod , E • pt for th fin 180 hours th r malnd r of the t s w conduct d at 200 ASF 
(215 .2 ma/cm2), Signs f r 'oc nt crossov r w r" first not d at 1839 hour during dllut gas 
diagnostic testin • s Flgur 34, 
Figure 33 Cell No. 39A P rformance HIs ory 
PA C () 41 
P WAST M 
figure 34 - Cell No. 39A Tafel Char ct ris ics 
During the last 300 hours of testing th cell performanc b cam som what rrntic b caus 
of the incipient reactant crossover and th cell load was r duc d to 100 ASF (107.6 ma/cm2) 
at 2160 hours. At 2234 hours the cell was shut down as th r suit of reactant crossover. 
Post-test inspection showed a crack at the matrix -polysulfone - epo y /glass-fib r int rfac 
in the UEA frame near the oxyg n inlet port. This was caus d by swelling of th triangular 
epoxy/glass-fib r piece which is part of the 0 yg n inlet port. The sw Iling ov rst ssed th 
frame-ma tri bond resulting :n the cracking. The problem was resolved in subs quent c lis 
by cutting back the triangular part to eliminate the overlap of the polysulfone area . Account 
able losses for this cell are shown in Table VIII. An electrolyte conv rsion lev I of 7.2 perc n 
was obtained in post-tes t analysis and is compared with that of oth r cells in Flgur 32. This 
level is consistent with other cells of the hybrid fram type. 
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C II Nos. 40 and 4 1 
Thes c lis were f bric, t d with hybrid polysulfone poxy/glass fib r fram s. Bo h c lis in 
c rpor ted support c t Iyst nod s, BOAu 20P ca thod S, n polysulfone RP's. Th s 
cntho es, b caus of high r alloying nd surf ar, char t rt tl w r p ct to hibil 
lh P rformanc an enduranc ch rac t ristic of OAu· l OPt c, tho s wi th only half th 
ca talyst loa ing. Thi confi ur ti on w s apwov d by he NASA Pro r m M na r to b 
V rification D sign No. 11 . Th obj c ive of th te I was 0 valunt th stabili y and p r 
formance of 80Au 20P c.lthod s. 
Both cells required r fill b for good p dormanc w. c; 0 in db c use of th relative 
hydrophobicity of h anod s. Both c lis show d low r 100 AS (107.6 ma/cm 2) p r· 
formance lev Is than pr VIOUS c 115, app r ntly r sultin from the slightly low r ca thod 
activ ity combin d with th high r anod diffusion loss s con is t nt with 0 her suppor d 
catalyst anod s. 
C II No. 40 
Cell No. 40 ccumula t d 4160 hours at 100 AS (1 07 .6 ma /cm2 ), 180 '82 .') C) . Op r, In 
tes t results r presented in Igur 35. Anode diffusion losses after the inl Itil r fill and sub 
sequ nt r furblshm nl w r stabl but high r than normal through th first 2000 hours of 
t st ing, see T ble I X. Aft r 3500 hours h dl ffuSlon I v Ibn to rt ,wob, bly b cause of 
incr aSlng flooding o f th anod . Loss S In actlvntlon I v J and cn hode and f noel dl (fusion 
Incr S d af er hiS 1m ,but th larg st contnbutor to c II volta loss w S ,mod tffllslon. 
Total activation loss s of th BOAu 20P ca hode wer compar ble a thos p n nc don th 
90Au 10Pt ca hode I hough dif usion loss w re omewha high r In rml ('nt probl ms 
With a :e king PWR as mbly w re apparen . p ially on days wh n tmosph nc pr ssurr. w 5 
qui t low resul In In dry condl Ions. An au omatlc c II shutdown was e p n nc d elu to 
PWR crossover t a cillo d tim of 4075 hours R filling he c II al d h PWR a s mbl , 
PA .. I '.0 43 
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Figure 35 - Cell No. 40 Performance History 
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Cell No. 41 
Cell No. 41 was constructed to th same configuration as C II No. 40, and was the s cond 
cell of NASA Verification Design No. 11 . Th p rform nce characteriHics throughout the 
test w r similar to Cell Nos. 39A and 40. All three cells had anod s made with catalyst from 
the same IN. The cell accumulated 4303 hours before being shut down because of reactant 
crossover, see Figure 36. The diagnostic tests performed on this cell are summarized in Table 
X. Anode diffusion losses were at a minimum after cell refurbishment, but increased significantly 
as th test progressed. Initial t43sting of the cell indicated as incomplete anode fill and improve-
m nt in anode diffusion loss was seen after the initial fill and subsequent refurbishment. The 
final dilute gas diagnostic at 3870 hours is presented in Figure '37 . 
TABL X 
C LL NO. 41 ACCOUNTAB L LOSS S 
HYbrid POly\ulfon 
80Au 20P C'th 
pO.y /GI .. FIber FIlm , 
SuppOrted C,lflyst Anode. 
Polvsulfon AP', 
Perform,nc. 
, IIISF 20 AS" loo Asr-
Load TIm ... .. ,,6 ma/cm2) (2 1 ~2 m./cm2) (107 ma/cm2) (Hrs) (Volts) (Volu) (I A Corr. \ 
14 1.027 1013 0815 
62 10Z 1 011 0889 
322 1022 1010 0888 
347 ; .;:;, 1.014 C. 01 
1527 .. "I -~' , .. 1 009 0888 
2338 1.01 4 1002 0877 
3870 1.013 1001 0862 
PA G NO 
Alg 8750 41 011 4 Ft2 
180° F (82 2°C)l34' OH/ I PSIA (11 0n/cm2/PWA 
100 ASF (107 ml/.:m2) 
IA Lou 100 ASF DiffUSion Lones 
(1076 ma/cm2) Act lyatlon Loss Total Anod C.thod 
(my) (my) (my) (my) (my) 
15 130 120 10 
14 49 42 
14 6 42 37 5 
13 40 33 
14 6 51 40 11 
15 13 55 46 10 
16 14 73 5 17 
46 
Comm nlS 
Aft .. Aeflll 
Aft r Ae lurb. 
Figur 36 - C II No. 41 Performance History 
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Figure 37 - Cell No. 41 Tafel Charact eristi cs 
Again, the activation losses of the 80Au-20Pt cathode compares favorably w ith the 90Au-
1 OPt experience. 
Teardown of the cell revealed cracking of the polyrlJl fone frame adjacen t to the matrix at 
the hydrogen exit. Thi s was apparently the resul t of shearing caused by an oversized rubber 
gasket pressing on this area. Post-test analysis showed a KOH conversion level of 15 percent 
as shown in Figure 32. 
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C II Nos. 42, 43, nd 44 
Th s c lis w r fabrica ted with hybrid polysulfone po y/glass-fib r fr m wi h standard 
PP nod $. 90/\u lOP cathod s, polysulfone RP's nd Fyb x m tri s. This confl urotlon 
was approved b'{ th NASA Program M na r as V rification 0 sign No. 12. Th objec ive 
01 the test was to valuat the ndurance characteristics of yb matrix clls. I.J of h 
Fyb matri was e p ct d to improv the enduranc characteristics of thes (.; lis. During 
Ph as III , silicat s in asbestos w re found to produce, ov r very long op rating p riods, silicon 
containing deposi ts on the anod which caused anod flooding and performance d gradation . 
Cell No. 42 
During the contrac t period Cell No. 42 accumulated 4405 hours at 100 ASF (107.6 ma/cm2). 
180° F (82.2°C). T~? uperating est resul ts are shown in Figure 38. During the first 800 hours 
of testing the cell lost 18 mV at 100 ASF (107.6 ma/cm2). Revi w of the cell's ac tiva t ion loss 
and di ffusion losses, see Table XI, show d that compared with earlier c lis, the activDtion los~~s 
were high . Since the electrodes were standard and the only differenc i.' ths c II was th Fybex 
matrix, a poisoning effect was suspected . Th laboratory cell tests, s" S ction III A2) . of 
matrices to confirm this theory . However, after 800 hours the performance stabilized and the 
decay rate was less than 1J.lV /hour. The overall decay rate was only 6pV/hour which IS th 
lowest long-term decay rate for any cell in the LeRC series. The stabilization of th anode 
diffusion losses is the primary difference between th is cell and other comparabl long-term 
endurance cells. Its improved stability is apparently due to the absence of silicon in the Fyb x 
matrix. The electrolyte tol erance response shown in Fiture 39, remained normal throughout th 
test . The test is continuing at 100 ASF , (107.6 ma/cm ) 180° F (82.2° C) . 
TABL XI 
C LL NO. 42 ACCOUNTABL LOSSES 
Hybrid Polysul fone Epoxy/Glass F,l:>\'r Frame. Rig 38901 42 011 4 f t7 
goAu 10Pt Cst od •. PPF Anode 180 r (827 C) 34 OH 16 PSIA (11 On 'rm2) /PWR 
Polysul fone RP' 
Fybex M. t" . 
Per formancr 100 ASF (1076 maltm') 
10 ASF ,0 ASF 100 Asr IR L,,~, 100 Asr DiffUSion Losses 
Load Time (1.076 ma/em2) (2152ma/em2) (1076 ma 'em7) (1016 mdlem2, Activation Loss Tot I Anod Cath e 
~ (Volts) (Volts) (IR Corr ) (mv) (mv' (mv) (mvl (mv) 
21 1024 1012 0917 13 10 3 
320 1019 100 o 07 75 5 18 11 
482 1020 1007 o 05 0 4 19 11 8 
84& 1018 1004 0898 62 21 113 5 
20 18 1017 1003 0894 .,0 7 2& 19 6 
2524 1019 1005 0895 70 1, 2& 18 
3767 101') 100 089 70 5 27 17 10 
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Figure 38 - Cell No. 42 Performance History 
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Figure 39 - Cell No. 42 Tol rance Excursion Data 
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C II No. 43 
C II No. 43 w s run for total of 9 ', 1 hour at 100 AS (10;·.') ma/cm2) during Ph s IV 
program. Of th is total, 541 hours of t est w re cumulat d ,~ 250° F (121 .1°C) and 27 psia 
(18.6n/cm 2) with atmospheric product wat r removal. The remaining load hours w re at 
th tandard 180° F (82.2° C) and 16 psia (11.0n /cm) condition. The cell op rating test re-
sults ar present d in Figure 40. 
As in Cell No. 42, the initial ca thode activity level was somewhat low and was gain ttribut d 
to some in teract ion of Fybex matrix wetting agen t and ca thode c talyst. During th ini t ial 
300 hour venfication period, at 180° ": (82.2°C) and 16 psia (11 .0n/cn 2) full diagnostic t sts 
w re performed which how ·'d resul ts similar to thos of Cell No. 42, both in lectrod ctiva-
tion and diffusion losses. se -'able XII . and cell tolerance response. se Figure 41 . Following 
lectrolyte refuel , cell conditions of 250° F (121 .1° C) and 27 (18.0n/cm2) psia w re s t . This 
resulted in a performance gain of about 5mV at 100 ASF (107.6ma /cm2), see Figure 42, at the 
new conditions ; however, the cell voltage was quite sensitive to reactant as flow rates as well 
as to pressure in the water removal passage. This apparen t ly was a function of the high level 
of water vapor pressure relative to the reactant pressu re at these conditions. Other than this 
problem, th operation of the water removal unit under these conditions was quite satisfactory . 
At 664 hours, the cell was shut down because of passive water removal unit crossover. Th 
ca rbonate level was found to be 7.6 percent, see Figure 43. after the 250" F (121 .1° C) testing; 
this level is som what higher than equivalent cells run at 180° F (82.2° C) . A heck of the PWR, 
after soaking in water for carbonate analysis, showed no indication of crossover. T ardown 
of the cell showed excessive pinch on the cell. but. since PWR crossover was eliminated with 
a water soak, i t was concluded that inlet drying may have been respon3ible for the crossover. 
The cell was rebuilt with a new PWR assembly and reduced pinch. A thin nickel foil was in-
corporated int o the cell at th hydrogen inlet port to avoid direct impingement of gas and 
it s possible drying effec t on the PWR. 
The restart of Cell No. 43 showed poor performance response at 180° F (82.2°C) and 16 psia 
(11 .0n/cm 2). Cell diagnosti cs indica ted the major loss to be anode diffusion, see Figure 44 
and Table X II. Changi ng test conditions to 250° F (121 .1 ° C) and 27 J.)sia (18 .0n /cm 2) reduced 
anode diffusion from 131 mV to 40mV but this level was still higher than se n before the 
shutdown at these conditions. Cell testing continued to 911 total load hours when an auto-
mat ic shutdown caused by PW R crossover terminated testing. 
Post-test inspection and analysis of tile cell electrod revealed anode flooding and reduced 
cathode activity, see Section III A 1. However, the frame areas showed little effect of the 
prolonged high temperature testing. 
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Figu re 40 - Cell No, 43 Performanc History 
Figu re 41 - Cell No, 43 - Tolerance E cursion Data 
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Figure 42 - Cell No. 43 Performance Calibrat ion 
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Figure 43 - Electrode C rbonation Data 
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C II No. 44 
C II No. 44 was ss mbl d or 
f ric t d with no Triton w 
from this ourc . Th op r 
a compil tion of ccount bl 
cro sover during timo of low arom tric pr sur. Th trolyt carbon. t naly is 
show d 16 perc nt conv rsion to K2C03' Figur 48. It should b not d tha th is pil was 
not r fill ed f er its Verification T st which ccounts for its Ii htly high r th n normal con 
versi n v lu .. As wi h Cell No. 43, the wat r so k for he carbon te an lysis h d h f t 
of aling the PWR so that no crossov r was evident. A r vi w of past c II shutdown his ori 
show d that PWR crossov r occurr d only in cells, running under normal condi tions, wi th 
polysulfone ERP's wher the PWR matri I RP thickness ratio wa 1 to 1. C Iculations con· 
firmed that a cell with this combination in th PWR mi ht b m rginal on dry sid tol ranc 
with a r10derate amount of carbonate in th el c rolyte, s e Figur 49. To nsurc that th 
PWR ERP remained at least 20 p rc nt filled at all times th c II was r built with a 10 mil 
(025-mm) matrix and 20·mil (0.51 mm) E RP in th PWR . When return d to t st, th cell 
restart d wi th no problems and di agnostic t sting showed the c II beha'/ior 0 b norm I. 
Total load timE" at the end of th contract period was 1719 hours at 100 ASF, (107.6 ma/cm 2) 
1800 F (82.2° C) . The test is con tinuinp. 
TA8Lf III 
C LL 0 44 ACCOUNTAB LE LOSSES 
Hybrid Poly.ullo" PO'Y Glass F,bP, F, m 
90Au 10Pt Cathod PP~ An"d 
Poly,uifonl f RP', 
P d ,mdf1 t 
10 ASF '0 ASF 100 ASf 
I oold Tim (107 ma'em', (115' m. ', m1, 11076 m. (1"" 
(Hrs ) (Voltsl (V"I"I (fA r ,,) 
71 10'6 101 0 70 
515 10t7 0 7 
1345 10' 1013 0 18 
PAt, 
IRlo,'00A5F 
1101 rt1 rm'l 
{my) 
10 
o 56 
A, 8 5 44 0 114 f ' 
lf10 F (8" 011 1 P IA (11 0 .. (1"" PWR 
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Figur 46 C II No. 4 Toler nc cursio 
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F. Summ ry of Two C II PI u T ting 
Th ov r II objective of th two·c II pi qu te~ progr m w r to : (1) p rform short-t rm 
p r ormilnc t sts to d t rm in pi qu p rform nc and 0 ratin cr. r ct ristics, nd , (2) 
d fin enduranc charact ristic!> nd lim i ting phenom n with x no· sts. Th sting 
ccomplishec during Ph as IV IS summ nz d st tistic lIy in T b!e XIV. 
The develojJm nt of the two-c II pia u design, whit takin plac entir Iy in Ph as IV, was 
n outgrowth of th SIX -C II pi qu exp ri nc of arli r phases. Testing of six-c II plaqu s 
show d that th ;r nduranc was limited by th transfer of I ctroly e from cells of hi her to 
cells of low r pot ntial. Th p th for c II -to-cell el ctrolyt transfer was through th as 
flow fi Ids common to all S!X I.;ells of th pi qu and cross th int rcell dividers of th plaqu 
Ther for , the major thrust of th vo-cell plaqu dev lopm nt pro r m was to desi n nd 
fabricate pi que with a positiv electrolyt barrier betw en th cells. 
The d sign select d was one in which each cell is completely isolated from its neighbor with 
its 'Own derlic ted manifolds and gas supply fields. A discussion of this design nd its fab-
rication is pres nted in S ction V B. 
TABLE XIV 
TWO CELL PLAQUE TEST SUMMARY 
NUMBER OF PLAQUES TESTED 2 
NUMBER OF CONFIGURATIONS TESTED 2 
TOTAL PLAQUE TEST TIME 2921 hours 
LONGEST PL~u.UE RUN (100 ASF) (107.6 ma/cm2 ) 1931 hours 
Tests of the two plaques fabricated to this design showed effective sealing between cells had 
been achieved and this approach to sealing was SUitable for plaques of future design, although 
that was not clear from the initial results. From the outset, the testing revealed an anomoly 
which was characterized by : 
• Higher-than-normal decay rate in both cells of each plaque . 
• Cell No. 1 in each plaque showed an init;al decay rate higher than Cell No. 2. 
• Cell No. 1 in each plaque indicated loss of dry-side tol~rance with time while 
Cell No.2 remained virtually normal. 
• Initially the internal resistance of Cell No. 1 increased with tim 
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These results r,an be interpreted to indicate that anyone or a combination of the following 
conditions or mechanisms are present in the plaque: 
('1) Insufficient quantit~ of electrolyte 
(~~) Anode performance is substandard 
(3) Cell-to·cell electrolyte transfer 
(4) Insdficient compressive load on the cell 
(5) Loss of electrolyte 
(a) Physical loss fram the cell 
(b) Matrix-to-anode ERP electrolyte transfer 
(c) UEA·to-PWR electrolyte transfer 
Review of the plaque test data and special tests in suppor't of their operation indicates the 
first three conditions are not the probable cause of the problem. Repeated refilling of the 
cells precludes the probability of the first condition. Half-cell tests of electrode samples 
from the same batch of anodes used to fabricate TCP No.2 showed their performance to be 
standard and without suspicion. The third condition il' ruled out by a special test in which one 
cell was filled with the standard potassium hydroxide electrolyte and the other with sodium 
hydroxide. Following their test the cells were checked for transfer of sodium into the potassium 
hydroxide. It was concluded that transfer was insignificant. This result is corroborated by 
the fact the dry-side tolerance excursion characteristic of Cell No.2 remains unchanged with 
time, indicating no loss of or transfer of electrolyte from that cell. 
To resolve item (4) an attempt to increase the compression on Cell No.1 was made. Shims 
were added between the bunded-up plaque assembly and the endplates external to the assembly. 
It is not certain how much Additional compression act11ally reached the cell since no decrease 
in I R was noted. Additional pinch could not be added due to the onset of shorting. Thus 
this item has not been eliminated as a possible cause. 
The final item, loss of electrolyte, has been partially investigated. No gross loss of electrolyte 
from the cell has been identified, but accumulation of electrolyte within the cell, so that it does 
not participate in the cell function, cannot be ruled out. Although electrochemical mechanisms 
for removinCJ electrolyte from the cell ,ave been offered, none which satisfies all the data at hand 
has been defined. 
To resolve these last items, test o.f an especially constructed two-cell plaque is recommended. 
This unit will incorporate provision to: (1) Vary its pinch, and (2) Permit determination of 
the pot,ential of its individual cell elements when it is operating. Test of this unit will pro-
vide data from a plaque with known pinch and should provide sufficient data to permit con-
struction of an electrochemi ',31 model of any electrolyte storage mechanism. 
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G. Two-Cell Plaque Design 
This section describes the design of the two-cell plaque hardware and the design configurations 
evaluated dUring the Phase IV effort. Each cell in the plaque incorporates the same EMS de-
sign features as the single cells, described in Section VI 0, and is completely isolated from the 
other. Because the cells are isolated the plaque incorporates dedicated fluid manifolding for 
each cell. To ensure the isolation of each cell, the plaque is assembled and bonded together 
as one complete unit. This was accomplished by bonding the center divider of each part to 
the center divider of the adjoining part, thus forming a continuous barrier between cells. The 
unit has no elastomeric seals which might permit cell-to-cell leakage. 
The plaque test fixtures used during Phase IV consisted of 1.0-inch-thick (2,54·cm) stainless 
steel endplates with provisions for sealing and fluid connections, see Figure 50. The endplates 
included the same features and instrumentation as those of the single cells. 
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Figure 50 - Two Cell Plaque Test Fixture 
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Two different designs have undergone development and testing during this contract period. 
Their characteristics are summarized in Table XV. 
TABLE XV 
TWO·CELL PLAQUE DESIGNS TESTED DUf\ING PHASE IV 
Plaque No. NASA Delign No. ~Ii~~:~~ion PWR DelCrlption Oxygen ~~. Hydrogen Fjeld 
Hybrid Polysulfono·Epoxy/Glnss.Fiber Epoxy/GIMs·Fiber Frame, 20'mil 2&mll (0.71 mm) 28·mil (0.71 mml 
Frpmo, Supponed Catalyst Anode. (0.61 mm) RAM, 22·mil (0.6G mml TFE SCtden iFE SCrQM 
BOAu·20PI Cathode, 30·mil (0.76 mml Polysullone IiRP 38·mil ,0.97 mm) 
Polysulfone I:RP GORETEX Membrane Nickel Kimex 
2 2 Hybrid Polysulfone·Epoxy/Glass·Fiber Samo as No.1 38·mil (0.90 mml 3B'mil (0.05 mmJ 
Frame PPF Anode Nickel Klntex Nickel Klntex 
90 Au· 1 OPt Cathode 
30 mil (0.76 mm) Polysulfono ERP 
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H. Two-Cell Plaque Test Results 
This section reviews the results of the two-cell plaques tested duirng Phase IV. 
Two-Cell Plaque No.1 
Two-Cell Plaque No.1 was constructed using a hybrid frame UEA, supported catalyst anodes 
and 80Au-20Pt cathodes and is plaque Verification Design No.1. The anode catalyst was 
acid leached to reduce the initially high diffusion losses exhibited by earlier supported cat-
alyst anodes. The plaque was designed so that each cell was completely isolated from the 
other in order to prevent any electrolyte transfer from cell-to-cell. Prior to filling, the plaque 
was checked with nitrogen for cell-to-cellieakage: No leakage was found in any of the fluid 
compartments. 
This plaque had completed 1644 hours of load time, at 100 ASF (107.6 ma/cm2), 180°F, 
82.2°C) 34% KOH and 16 psia (11.0n/cm) as of the end of the contract period. The operat-
ing history is presented in Figure 51. Initial diagnostics showed Cell No.1 to have a high I R 
value and poor tolerance characteristics while Cell No.2 appeared normal, see Figure 52. Dur-
ing th€ first week of testing, Cell No.1 showed a decay rate twice that of Cell No.2 and increasing 
loss of dry-side tolerance. Thit~ trend continued throughout the Verification Test period and 
until the cell was shut down for electrolyte refill at 560 hours. As can be seen from the 
Accountable Loss summary, Table XVI, the main mode of decay was anode diffusion losses, 
although increasing I R was also a contributor. Following refill, the performance and tolerance 
characteristics of Cell No.1 returned to their original level. However, the initial trend resumed, 
after restart. During this period an experiment was conducted to attempt to retard any possible 
loss of electrolyte via the vent oxygen stream. This was done by closing the oxygen vent and 
purging only intermittently, at 4-hour intervals. Although the voltage decay of Cell No.1 did 
appear to decrease initially, the overall results were inconclusive. No change in the standard 
intermittent hydrogen purge schedule was made during this period. 
The phque was shut down again for refill at 1058 hours. Before refilling, additional pinch was 
added to Cell No.1 in an attempt to improve the anode-to-ERP electrolyte transfer character-
istics. Upon restart, the voltage of Cell No.1 had recovered to within 15mV of its original 
value and its tolerance characteristic was improved. The I R was not lowered significantly, 
however. Diagnostics also showed the onset of cell shorting. 
The subsequent rate of decay of Cell No.1 was reduced slightly from the previous two fills. 
It cannot be concluded that the increased pinch was responsible for this improvement since 
the decay rate of Cell No.2 also decreased. The addition of more pinch was ruled out be-
cause of the cell shorting. For the remainder of the contract period the plaque was continued 
on endurance at 100 ASF (107.6 ma/cm2). Figures 53 and 54 present the tolerance curves 
which show a continuation of the initiol trend following the final refill. 
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Two-C \I PI qu No. 2 
The cond two c d pi que w s fabricat d in th sam m nn r Two Cell PI qu No. 1 
with e ch c II isolat d from th oth r. How v r, this pi u c tur d ntc I KlI1t fI w 
fi Ids in th hydro nand oXY9 n caviti 5 along with PP F n s, 90Au 1 OPt c<l thud s 
n r constitut d s stos matric s. Th Kin t x fi Ids w r s I ct d I cau of th ir good 
w i ht and cost ch r t ristics nd low pre sur dro~ . This pia ue ornnl~t d 986 hours o f 
testing at 180° F, (82.2° C) ; 100 AS ,(107.6 ma/em ); 16 psia (11.0n/cm ),34% KOH . Fig 
ur 55 show the p rformance history of this plaQ.u . Th Initi I ch r cteristlc of th pi qu 
w r mu~h th sam s Two-C II Plaqu No. 1, with Cell No. 1 xhibi tin a hi h r of d cry 
and loss of dry-sid tol ranc ,!:e Figures 56 nd 57 . Diagn stics tak n t 198 hours show d 
most of he loss to b divided b tw n anode Jiffus i 'and ca thod actlva ion, s Tabl 
XVII. Aft r completion of th Verification T st p riod , the c II was r filled. Th is r S or d 
the performance and tol erance characteristics to th ir ini t ial v lues. After completion of 
diagnostics th cell was put on aut')matic intermittent purginc on both I ctrod sin n 
"ttempt to ret rd any possible electrolyte loss via th vent streams. How v r, no eff ct was ob 
served and continuous purging was resumed at 412 hours. Th ov rail d cay r t 0 C II No. 
2 was reduced af r th refill but remained within th rang of hat of he first plaqu . At 
631 hours n au tomatic shutdown occurred, appar ntly due to in rt buildup or. th hydro n 
space and a resultant low voltage. Upon restart, the voltage of both c lis w s high r th n 
before. The d cay rate was not affected however, nd at 847 hours the plaQu was shu t 
down for ref ill. P ior to shutdown a tol rance excu rsion show d a loss of dry Side tol r nce 
on Cell No. 1. Cell No.2 also show d a slight loss of to l rance. For th is refill C II No. 1 
was fill ed with a sodium hydroxid solution wh ile C II No. 2 w s refill d with th standard 
potassium hydroxi de solution. This was done in ord r 0 v rify th t th r was no c II to c II 
lectrolyte transfer by analyzi ng the electrolyte in Cell No. 2 for sodium fter th plaqu 
had been opel ated. C II No. l's voltag after r start was some 20 mV lower than aft r 
previous refill s, reflecting th decreased conductivity of the NaOH solu tion. Cell No. 2 was 
also down by 5 to 10 mV. This test was cont inu d for 140 hours before bing t rminat d 
for elec troly te analysis. During this time the plaqu exhibi ted much th same d cay char-
ac teristics as it h<ld previously. Cell No. 1 again lost dry -sid tol rance while C II No. 2 
remained rel ati vely stabl . 
Post test ar.alysis of the elec troly te show d traces of sodium in C II No. 2. Howev r, the 
amount of sodium found would not have affected the to lerance or performance charact r-
istics of Cell No. 1. Therefore, it was concluded that cell -to-cell lectrolyt ransf r was no 
th primary caus o f Cell No. 1 performance loss and that the bonded intercell barri r is 
effec tiv in preventing elec trolyte transfer. 
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PI' 
POROUS MATRIX STRUCTURES FOR 
ALKALINE ELECTROLYTE FUEL CELLS 
by 
Raymond W. Vinc and Stcphen T. Narsavage 
Research and development programs have been conducted at P&WA (Pratt & Whitney Aircraft)* for a 
number of years to produce more chemically stable porous matrix structures with high bubble pressure 
(crossover resistance) for use as separators in potassium hydroxide (KOB) electrolyte fuel cells. Matrix 
strllctures evaluated were freestanding electrolyte-absorbant paper-like structures, or coatings applied 
directly to electrodes. These structures electronkally isolate the electrodes in a cell from each other. 
Chrysotile asbestos paper has been the most common separator for matrix-type aqueous KOH electrolyte 
cells because of its structural characteristics and adequate compatibility for short term, low te.mperature, 
200°F (93°C) and below, ceJIs. Johns-ManvHle has supplied asbestos paper in continuo\.ls rolls or sheets 
0.010 and 0.020 inch thick that has been used in cells, but the material exhibits undesirable density varia-
tions and w11l withstand only 15 to 20 pounds per square inch pressure differential before reactriBt gas cross-
over occurs. An early development program, proposed by NASA Johnson Space Center, resulted in fabri-
cation of a more uniform density, higher bubble pressure asbestos matrix. The matrix was produced by rew 
pulping Johns-Manville paper in water to break up the fiber bundles into smaller bundles or individual fibrils. 
The rcpulped slurry was then filtered onto a screen, dewatered by gravity or vacuum, and dried. The improve-
ment in fiber distribution is shown in Figure 1, and the improvements in characteristics are shown in Table I. 
Although ideal in structure, corrosion tests to 1000 hours at 250°F in 42 percent KOH show the lack of 
long term stability of asbestos. A sample lost 30 percent of its original weight, changed in physical structure 
as shown in Figure 2 and was partially conv.erted to magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)2' during exposure to the 
electrolyte. 
The next approach pursued was to convert asbestos to Mg(OH)2 by leaching in hot KOH or to acquire natu-
rally occurring Mg(OH)2 fibers, bmClhi. Materials leached both by P&WA and liT Research Institute were 
evaluated. Low bubble pressures were measured with the P&WA-leached material. The IITRI material, 83 
percent by weight Mg(OH)2 and 17 percent unconverted asbestos, further deteriorated during compatibility 
testing as shown in Figure 3, and low bubble pressures were also measured with this material. Fabrication 
trials with brucite fibers supplied by Johns-Manville were also unsuccessful. No technique could be found 
for breaking down the material to achieve individual fibers without drasticaUy fracturing fibers; bubble pres-
sures of matrix structures were low, and no readily available supply of the material could be located. 
* The P&WA Fuel Cell Operation has recelltly become part of tlle Power Systems DiJ1isiOIl of 
United Technologies Corporation. 
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Some potassium titanate materials, by comparison, have improved compatibility with high temperature 
KO.'i; E. 1. duPont de Nemours & Co. PKT®, Tipersul® and Fybex D® have been evaluated and used as 
matrix materials at different periods of time. Fybex has been commercially available for the past three 
years; thus Fybex-relnted work has been emphasized recently. The Fybex material is (K20)x(Ti02)z with 
Z/X about 8 and a 0.10 to 0.15 micrometer fiber diamet.er; scanning electron microscopy shows a typical 
fiber length of 4 micrometers with a range from 2 to 22 J)~icrometers. Compatibility testing of 96 weight 
percent Fybex plus 4 percent Teflon®-3170 has shown no evidence of corrosion through 3000 hours at 
250°F in 42 percent KOH. In addition, gas chromatography shows less carbonate forming species present 
in the Fybex-Teflon matrix than in asbestos. Initially, freestanding Fybex matrix structures were produced 
by filtration, similar to the method used for producing reconstituted asbestos described above. Papers 13 
inches by 13 inches were fabricated that exhibited the characteristics described in Table II. Strengths of 
the matrix structures improved with an increase in asbestos content; but they were all very fragile, and cell 
assem bly unitizing trials were unsuccessful. 
TABLE II 
FYBEX PAPER CHARACTERISTICS 
Fybex(Weight Percent) 100 95 90 85 
Asbestos (Weight Percent) 0 5 10 15 
Average Thickness (Inch) 0.020 0.027 0.023 0.023 
Thickness Range (Inch) 0.019-0.022 0.021-0.032 0.020-0.025 0.017-0.029 
Porosity (Percent) 86 89 88 86 
Average Bubble Pressure (Psi) 26 18 32 38 
Bubble Pressure Range (Psi) 10-'10 6-28 30-36 30-43 
Next, experiments were focused on methods Df applying Fybex matrix material directly onto electrodes, re-
lying on the electrode for phYSIcal support. Fybex compositions bonded with TFE-3170 Teflon were screen 
printed onto different types of electrodes with several different variations in printing techniques. Rubble 
pressures to 10 pounds per square inch were achieved with the Fybex material, but th~ results were disap-
pointing with respect to the 30 to 40 pound per square inch structures produced earJier. 
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In ~ iew of the low bubl)le pressures measured with screen-printed structures, an analytical study was con-
ducted to determine theoretical bubble pressures possible with Fybcx. The approach used was to consider 
pore structure in a matrix to be a regular arrangement of small capillaries, where the capillary force, which 
would equal the expulsion force or bubble pressure, can be calculated. Relationships between the forces 
to expel the fluid from a capillary und the size of the capillary are well known. The basic relationships used 
were: 
Where: 
F = 2'iTrSsl 
F 
p =-= 21TrSlvcosO 
1Tr2 A 
p = 
F = force, 
r = radius of capillary, 
Ssl = solid-liquid surface tension, 
Sly = liquid-vapor surface tension, 
0 = contact angle between the liquid and solid, 
p = pressure (bubble pressure), 
A = cross sectional area of the capillary, 
d = diameter of capillary. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Inserting mean pore size data into Equation 4 disclosed the potential for much higher bubble pressures and 
suggested either a wettability or a structural problem. The ease of filling the matrix coatings did not support 
a wettability problem; thus, it was hypothesized that screen printing might produce imperfections which are 
not apparent from porosimetry measurements but contribute to lower bubble pressures. It was anticipated 
that greater bubble pressures could be achieved by filtering, as material is always being deposited in the 
largest pore during the process. 
Excellent results were achieved by filtering 96 percent Fybex plus 4 percent TFE-3170 water base composi-
tions directly onto fuel cell electrodes, followed by drying and partial curiIig of the matrix binder. Bubble 
pressures between 30 and 33 pounds per square inch were achieved with matrix coatings 0.030 inch thick 
and 90 percent porous, which is the same matrix solids content as 0.0 10 inch thick asbestos. Table III 
compares bubble pressures of matrix structures prepared either by direct filtration or by !Jcreen printing. 
f1 
!·I 
Matrix 
Material 
P&WA 
Reconstitu ted 
Asbestos 
96% Fybex 
+4% Teflon 
96% Fybex 
+ 4% Teflon 
96% Fybex 
+ 4% Teflon 
TABLE III 
CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL BUBBLE PRESSURES 
Fabrication 
Tochnique 
Filtered 
Screen 
Printed 
Screen 
Printed 
Filtered 
Mean Pore 
Size (/,un) 
0.7 
Assumed Wetting 
Angle (Degrees) 
o 
0 
86 
0 
Bubble Pressure (Psi) 
Calculated Experimental 
60 60 
42 7-10 
4 7-10 
" 
42 30-33 
A number of 2-inch by 2-inch electrodes have been coated with filtered Fybex pIlls 4 percent TFE-3170. 
Performances with Pybex or asbestos matrix fuel cells were comparable at 190oP, and the increased perform-
ance anticipated at 2500 P was measured. The most significant test to date has been an endurance cell that 
was operated for 2325 homs at 250oP. Electron microprobe analyses showed no migration of titanium pre-
sent in Fybex; reduced performance caused by anode f1ooding'due to silicon or silica migration cccurs with long 
term and/or higher temperature asbestos matrix cells. X-ray diffraction showed no change in crystallography, 
and scanning electron photomicrographs, Pigure 4, showed no evidence of corrosion at the end of the test. 
DuPont has reported that Pybex will no longer be available after April of this year; thus a replacement mate-
rial will have to be found if the production of Fybex or a Fybex-type material is not initiated by another 
company. It has been determined, however, that excellent high bubble pressure matrix structures can be 
produced by direct filtration of small inert particle-Teflon mixtures onto fuel cell electrodes. In addition, 
the potential level of bubble pressures achievable with certain particle size materials can be predicted from 
the mean pore size of suph structures. 
Two other materials were compatibility tested at 250oP. They include Teflon bonded beta silicon nitride, 
Si3N4' supplied by Cerac, Incorporated and polybenzimndazole, PBI, fiber supplied by Celanese Corporation. 
The Si3N4 materiollost 11 percent by weight after 1000 hours at 2500 P in KOH, and it was considered 
un(\cceptable for alkaline fuel cell applications. PBI, a polymer material, showed only a t percent weight 
loss and no change in fiber diameter or surface morphology after 5000 hours £it 2500 p ill KOB. Gas chroma-
tography results show the PBI cont~ins approximately the ~rune level of carbonate forming species as asbestos 
after pre-treating the material! hour at 400°F. Current technology permits fabrication of PBI fibers with a 
minimum average diameter of approximately 15 micrometers, too big for high bubble pressure matrix 
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4. Screen-printed structures do not exhibit the bubble pressures predicted by analytical studies. 
5. Good agreement was found between bubble pressures predicted by an analytical study and those / 
measured with filtered structures. 
6. Teflon-bonded Fybex matrix structures with bubble pressures in excess of 30 pounds per square 
inch have been produced by filtering a water slurry of the mixture directly onto fuel cell electrodes. 
The structures have performed satisfactorily in Jaboratory fuel cells. 
7. PBI fibers have satisfactory compatibility with 42 percent KOH at 250°F, but beta silicon nitride 
was unacceptable. 
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